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ORGAN
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A now Colby College faculty member will perform a recital of Renaissance and Baroque music on Lorimer Chapel's famed Waloker Organ
hero 'Sunday, Nov.' 24 . '
Dr. Charles GL Jacobs , an instructor in the department of music,
will present tho public dbncort ut
4 p.m. on tho organ designed especially for tho Colby Chapel.
Dr. Jacobs ' attended Peabody
Conservatory aud obtained his
bachelor 's dogrow in 1054 from
Johns . Hopkins University, Ho
oo,rned his 3VT.A, and Ph.iR. degrees
at New York, University.
. In 1957 ho became a follow pf > tho
Institute of .International Education
for study and research in Spain . Ho
studied there for two years with a
fellowship provide*! by tlio Del Amo
has published
•Foundation and
articles on tho music of Spain.
A toaohor of plnno and theory at
tho Williamsburg Settlement Muaio
School in Brooklyn from 19M-67, Jio
has also .-aught at several schools in
Now Yorlc , Now Jersey nnd tho Da-

With the recent emphasis on
artistic endeavor at Colby, as indicated by such impressive exhibits
as Maine and Its Artists and the
present showing of American Art in
Bixler , the Echo is happy to feature
one of Colby's most valued acquisitions : a magnificent portrait of
Suavely Peebles- Hooker , on loan
from the Hooker Foundation, and
currently gracing a newly painted
staircase in Miller Library.
The portrait , which is somewhat
obscure in ori gin , is thought to be
a product of tlie late Puritan era
.although th ere are seve ral s trik i ng

Harvard University, - accepted Colb y 's 12th Annual Elijah Parish
Lovejoy Award. In his acceptance speech Mr. Lyons stressed the
impor t ance of j ournalism in today's mass-media oriented society.
He • said that today there is a in key committee positions who are
general att itud e of complacency an d able:to' effectively sabotage with red
affluence reflected in a widespread tape any legislation that is not
lac k of conce rn f or aff ai rs o ut side agreeable to them . "Compromise,"
o f one 's 'own sphere of interest.' Cit- Mr. Lyons said , "is the order of
ing Elijah Lovejoy as an example, the day in Congress. Its cause is
Mr. Lyons said tiiafc there have al- sectional disaffection over the great
ways been people who are aware of moral issue of race discrirnipation,
the shortcomings of the status quo and the politicians ' concern in one
and who -try to combat it , often , as party to exploit it and in the other
¦ ' ¦'¦¦¦ ' '
Lovejoy to receive poor reward for to avoid a party split. '
their efforts. The general desire is
Mr. Lyons cited : among others "the
'
to compromise and thus obtain a "almost . . . Pro-slavery philosworkable truce without actually op h y " of Mississippi as an example!
coming . to grips and resolving an All federal j udgeship appointments
issue outright. Such an attitude of have to clear the Senate Judiciary
compro m ise has
thr eat ened to Committee headed by 'Senator Eastparaly ze as redoubt a'ble an institu- land Of Mississippi. The administration as the U. S. Senate which Mr. tion , to get men through this comLyons feels is lin danger from the mittee , appoints' men acceptable to
efforts of stubborn racist members it resulting in '-'some pf the flagrant
segregation decisions by recent
Federal judges in the South . •; ' ,
which have to be overridden , after
long delays , by appeals courts."
The best way to combat such
situations and the complacent acceptance of them , Mr. Lyons feels,
The Hamlin and , Goodwin Speak- is with a well informed intelligent
ing Contest held Monday evening public , made aware through the
saw Peter Hart and Peter Farnum singular resources of journali sm.
carrying off top honors. The Ham- "Perhaps the most serious comdifferences from the characteristic
plaint to be made of modernyjourartistic mode' of tie period". An "un-: lin contest, open to freshmen and nalisni . . . is that it has seldom
offering prizes of $20, $10, and $5,
usual feature of the eyes is that no
was won by Peter Parnum speaking proved sharp-edged , iij revealing
matter wha'ifc angle they are viewed
on "Our Two-Fateed Policy on Viet such basic conditions. " Mr. Lypne
from , they never look back'; In adNam." Charles Cutler's speech on stated , but "a crisis (such as Birmdition , the rather insegrevious motif
received ingham) brings exceptional cojndi"Anti-Economic
Aid"
includes a very dlis'itinctive martini
second placp honors and Brian tions for exposing ' them . Public
glass — probably the first ever
Kopke's discourse on "Mother opinion focuses of them , ij iakipg any
painted in a Puritan portrait I
clouding of the facts ypry jlifjfipult.
Love" was third.
The
national press is ab}$ to bring
In keeping with his fellow (one
The Goodwin .Contest, which offloor up) staircase adorner, Ben fers prizes of $50, $25. 15 and was highly skilled men to bear on the
f
"Beast" Butler, (one of Colby 's open to uppe-rcjassmen, gave top situation and through thpm the
most famous and most nationally honors to Peter. Hart' s "Colby general public can obtain an obhated alumni), Suavely has a long Should Have Fewer Maine Stu- jective view, free froni lop^J presand • colorful history.
dents. " ./ 'Tho Heed for a Rathskel- sures.
He was one of Colby's most emin- lar at Colby" by Jim Foxman re- Mr. Lyons stated that puj* main
ent early trustees , best known for ceived second prize and Dick Van problem , as readers; is $p £ry to
his vigorous stand on admissions. Hall's "Population Explosion" was bring into perspective the "iindirSnavely felt that the size of the third . Other speakers included gestable daily menu of events.'* He
Colby enrollment should not exceed 'lodger Anderson , Torn Donahue, has urged students to "cultivate' in16 lost the college lose its small Stan G'arriett, and Don Gilbert.
(Continuod on Pago Seven)
school appeal . A native of Purity,
*.
Maine, Snavely 's early education
was gleaned from the teachings of
ELECTION AND
an itinerant soap salesman. He later
his
B.A.
attended Colby and earned
REFERENDUM RESULTS
in horticulture, Snavely wont on to
New members of the Fresh man
earn fame throughout central Maine
Interim Com mittee :
as a prine African Violet cultivator.
B A N D C O N C E R T As
Stephen Brooko
did
much
for
a trustee, Snavely
by Randall Holden
The Colby College Concert Band
acorns
on
Bar bara Monahan
Despite the , wear and tear of a
will present its annual fall concert Colby, personally planting
Er ie Rosen
on Saturday evening, November 23, the old campus which into mighty concentrated concert schedule in
at 8 :00 p,m. in 'th e Runnals Union oaks did grow. (Would that some otf various school s in Maine , tho Metour present trustees might be ropolitan Brass Quintet put on a REFERENDUM:
Gymnasium.
>
inclined I). , Anyway, good demonstration of the quali'ty 1. Constitutional change 564 YES
Included in the one-and-a-quartor similarl y
hour program will bo gxcorpts from Snavoly's brilljant career was trag- a;nd unique sound of a grouping of enabling both sophomore
a Broadway musical , somo s*short ically . ended by a mortal illness brass instruments. .While tho pro- and juniors to run fpr 71 NO
age of gram was slightly stilted (no music
works
from
the
seventeenth which out him .down at the
the offices of Secretar y,
'jt ,
port.o
century , a march , and a folksong 29 . Olo&o inspection of the
frpnt the years between 1690 and USNSA Coordina tor , anil
suite, as well as somo recent com- takpn when .Sna-voly was ab out 27, 1920) it did effectivel y show the
positions. The jGonoor't will be di- indicates thai ho was not in -tho style of tho two eras presented , tho Social Chairman. ,
rected by Dr. Erman.no Comparetti , best of health duo perhaps to ovor- Baroquo and the modern-contem- 2. Addition
of by law 540 YES
onthusiastj o support of ono of his porary
and Mr. Alfred Holiday.
.
which prohibits Council
picturesque
Scheduled early in the evening in favorite concern s .— a
• Tho first third of the program feaIn how money 08 NO
order not to interfere with tlio stu- Watervillo tavern .o-t which gathered tured the early Baroque composers lntor foror ?co
comtiho
dents ' usual Saturday night plans', the intellectual elite of
Gfabrieli and Poaol. Baroque brass given to organizations Is
to
munity.
j
'tho prpgcr/im is u^ondod
provide
music is often of an organ-liko qua- to bo handled.
found
Now,
at
lp,st
fias
Snfivdy
a short evening of musical enjoylity and tho Quintet demonstrated 3. Straw vote by tho 214 YES
his proper place o'f honor at Colby.
ment.
this aspect very well, especially in
it was ptoimod to put
mon .on th e Men ' s StuTickets , which aro on sale at tho Originally,
the SONATA II of Pesel , tho stylo
' p
131 NO
Cqllogo, Bookstore , aro fifty • cents, Snavoly .ainong tho other groat of which was roprbsontoativo of tho dent Association.
(if his period in Fqss dining
works
the
and will also .bo sold at
doori
047 ballots wore oast — 028
hall, It was decided thpt such a vortical harmonioism ^ f tho period.
Biirqqjia
elements
coiintrapuntal
(which constitutes a majorit y of
vis , Division of Univ. of California, sotting was certainl y unworthy and
in
tho
Peaol
wore
ably
presented
tho studont body) wore nootlod
Ho is "a. member of tho American that tho peace wid quiet of tho liGuild of Organis ts , tho Ahiorican brary would bo more fitting for tho SUITE and also vividly portrayed in
to make tho referendum valid.
Musioo'logioal: Society and the Col- poor Ijoy , ju dging, from his apparent tho OANZONA . PTOR'SONTARE of
condition,
(Continued on Pago Two)
logo Music Society,

the first speaker in the new Student Government political lecture
series, \yi_l speak at Golby on January 9, 1964, at 8:00 p.m. Steve
Sfr oeman, in announcing the, event, stated that the representative
will be speaking on one of four proposed subjects : "Tlie Role of the
Loyal Opposition in Contemporary American Politics," "The Role
of Congress in the Democratic Process," "Civil Rights and the Responsibility of Government in That Area," or "The Question of Reform of Procedure in Congress."
Representative Ford has been a
member of. Congress since 1948.
Economy-minded, he h as b een a
member of the Appropriation Committee since 1951 and a ranking
Republican on the House Departmen t o f D ef en se Subcommi tt ee s ince
1957. He is also a member of the
The president of the New Eng- House Republican Policy Commitland Mission of
the ftlormon tee. "
Church (Cambridge, Mass.) will Ford has , been active on the naspeak Sunday, November 24, at tional scene. In 1952 he was one of
Colby as part of the college's Visit- the ;! first men to support General
Eisenhower for the Presidency. In
ing Theologian progra-m .
Truman G. Madsen , the grandson 1960 he was an active * candidate, for
of the seventfh president of the Mor- the Vice-Presidency on the Repubmon Church, will deliver the sermon lican ticket. In that year he placed
at the 11 o'clock morning worship second in a NEWSW'EEK poll to determine the ablest members Of the
service in Lorimer Chapel.
House of Representatives. In ' '49
Educated at the. .University .of
Ford was voted one of America's
Utah with a B.S. and MLS. in
Ten Outstanding Men by the United
philosophy, he later earned M.A.
States Junior Chamber of Comand " Ph.D. degrees', from Harvard
:
merce.
University ' in the History ' and
Ford was Michigan 's favorite canPhilosophy of Religion. Madsen,yhas
didate . for Vice-President on . YRich.
been the recipient of several prizes
&r& Nixon's ticket 'but lost the noand fellowships for his work , in the
mination to Henry. Cabot Lodge.
,.field o_ philosophy.
Ford has been returned to Congress
A member of the American Phil- from Michigan's Fifth Congress Disosophical. Association , Madsen has trict since 1948 despite his not havtaught at the University of South- ing the backing of labor.
ern California and Harvard, and
Gerald Rudolph Ford, Jr., was
has served as chairman of the de- born in Omaha, Nebraska on July
partm ent of history and philosophy 14, 1913. He was a pre-law student
(_ >f religion at Brigham Young Uniat the University of Michigan
versity since 1957.
where he earned a B.A. degree ; he
subsequently attended Yale University School of I_a.\v where he received the L.L.p. degree. Ford
served in the Navy with the rank
of lieutenant colonel.
Student government is planning
to have other speakers of national
importance at Colby. A nyrnber of
Senators , Gpyertjiors , and other
high governmental figures have
been contacted.

Peter Hart and
Pete Farnum Win
Speakin g Honors

Metropo lita n
Quintet Concert
Sounds in Brass
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E$i|<t»rials: *- y ^SM. Letter ,lo Editor
:

To i.he;IMv£or :. ;;• •• "
Pleasqr ^accept
these
"candid
•opinions" y frorri¦' a dubiousl y enlightened '; • ex-Colby-ite, with objec1
Small as it is for 1,255 students, the Spa is the onl y informal stu- tion if you wish , Taut please do ac,
dent gathering p lace on campus which is full y utilized; therefore.it cept them.
should be equipped with the best possible facilities for the student's <I find myself somewhat dismayed
relaxation and enjoyme nt. The addition of a jukebox has often been at the opinions of those "(average
' males" of fche November 8th
suggested , and the increased size of the spa this year might make such ' college
article by Art B. Buchwald. It
an addition possible. It seems unlikely that a jukebox will interfere seems to me that the entire article
with the Library's efforts to provide good study conditions , any more has succumbed to the "mommy and
daddy " idealism expressed by one
than the tapes and records which are now played in the Spa.
Therefore , within the next few weeks the students will be asked of its progenitors. Are these males
not. ; human"; do they hot have feelto vote for or against installing a jukebox in the Spa. on a trial basis.
ings during the . only time in life
If the students desire it and John approves , perhaps the Library staff when they may question them ? I
can be persuaded to give it a fry.
submit as a distressingly human
being, that, as one of the Vassar
girls remarked , "It is my own business what I do privately." This, of
course, begs the question of what
I should or shouldn't do privately.
I think that opinions, indeed,
The rumors are fl y ing thick and fast. And perhaps these aren't
really rumors since they appear in news releases. Our wonderful new may or perhaps must be obtained
from those with more experience
women's dorm will hold 210 students ; the present p lan seems to cajl
(college officials included), but I
for the admission of 160 new women students. A recent survey has also think that their opinions must
shown that 72 rooms (involving approximatel y 175 girls) are over- remain exactly, that and must not
crowded under the existing conditions. Thus, to completely alleviate be made into law. The person must
this intolerable situation , space will have to be created to accomodate find out for him or herself what he
will then believe to be right.
72 girls, leaving no more than 128 spaces for additional enrollment. May not an analagous situation
Clearly, this figure does not coincide with the tentatively proposed be found in a parent who directs
increase of 160.
his child to play football and like
Is it too much to ask that the new dorm be opened with every Colby it? The parent is directing the child
woman decentl y housed? The Dean of Women has said many times to do something (a sport) which is
allegedly good -for the child's
that this is a need which most certainl y should be satisfied by Dana
psyche, but , also, he is trying to
Hall. All Colby women who have suffered the. inconveniences which force an emotion which only the
crowding involves, such as distractions in studying, problems in sleep- child has a right to direct. The child
ing, lack of closet space , and the general confining atmosphere , re- will know if the game is fun or not
(is right or wrong) only if he- is
inforce the Dean 's pleas. It is sincerel y hoped that when the final
allowed to play or at least think of
decisipn-js made by the trustees, these factors will be taken into ac- the game in his own terms. . Obcount. After all we, not they, have to live on the campus.
. . viously,- we cannot ;- play all the
games but we must , be given not
only the option to play but the right
to set up our own attack. ,
It seems to me that those that
are truly and ultimately hurt are
If proposed plans for 1.60 additional students materialize the in- only those who engage in this precreased, enrollment will be split between the classes of 1968 and 1969. marital activity ; and , depending
Tentatively, about 75 women ',— half freshmen, half upperclass trans- upon these persons' attitude, they
fers — more than the average acceptance figure will be accepted next may, in fact , not. be .hurt at\all. It
is their life to lead ; advise,, but for
year. Since Dana Hall will not be read y for occupancy until the fall heaven's. (and their) sake, let them
of 1965, where will these women reside?
.
lead it,
These alternative proposals are presently being considered. 1. The ¦Here endeth the lesson.
Anonymous
women may live with Waterville families for a year. 2. They may be

i m*t There %« Mu!i<eP

P R OBLEM

I

PRO BLEM II

housed in some downtown tenement. 3. They will be placed in one . of
the present men's dorms, probably Averill Hall. This /would necessitate the move of some 90 men to downtown quarters. The first two
proposals., should be ruled out on the basis .of transportatioa difficulties and the questionable safety of such living conditions. This leaves
only the third suggestion which, if carried out, will at least be a novelty. .It is all that rugged freshmen can do to tolerate, tlie prison-like
conditions of Averill barracks, without subjecting our less hardy coeds
to such an experience. Obviously, such a plan would entail extensive
renovations of this building. A one-year female invasion of Averill
would, at least provide future male freshmen with decent living quarters.
*
As can be .seen from the above statements, the wondrous new dorm
soon to rise before us will provide a myriad of problems before it is
completed. Further questions needing consideration are the effect of
increased enrollment on the student-faculty ratio , the effect on the
social unity of the women of isolating a sizable segment of their num(Continued on Page Three)
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\ BRASS QUINTET
(Continued from Page One)
Gaibrieli. Throughout the section df
the concert the tuba .player manfully struggled with the sometimes difficult BASSO-CQNTINUO , lending
the rock-like foundation upon which
this music is based.
By far the most interesting music
came from the second and third secti on s of th e pr og ram whi ch f eatured
music from the more recent era.
Once away from the obvious restrictions of the Baroque , th e musi cian s
were enjoying their music. This was
most apparent in their dynamic
shading and the rapport which was
es t abli shed betwee n musici an and
mu sio . Of the second thi r d of th e
program ,, tho most interesting piece
was the Harris FOUR MOODS. The
"Chorale" was solid and hill , showin g again the ri chn ess which can
only be ftmnd in brass groupings .
The. "Waltz " was liltin g and . often
reminded ono of tho Carousel Waltz
in its .off-pitch caliopo style. The
swell of dynamic lyracism of , j which
suph -an/ , ensemble is capable • was
beaut.fully executed in tho *"Lyric
Piece". Tho other piece in this section was tho Pouloric SONATA . Of
chief interest here was the French
Horn player 's able outlining of tho
harmonies against tho melody as
carried in tho Trumpet and Trombone, Sections were vory offootivo
while the piooo' was itsolf only barely outlin ed into a complex unity!
Tlio ' final sol options word two
works announced as bein g first performances : Waxman 's 0APRTC0IO
FOR MVE BRASS and Solml o's
BI-SONANOES. Hero lay tho host
music and highlight of tho evening's
brttortainmont, Tho surging quality
of* tho musio demonstrated tho cap;
(Continued on Pago Ei ght) '

y si$!®5 ire ®@¥^miiMES« ^^ '::
Nov emb er 18, 1963; communication between Stu-G and
A regular meetin g oi the Council the Administration, the above plan

was called to, order by President
Schoeman at 7 :00 p.m. I.P.C. was
not represented. "The secretary's
minutes were read and corrected.
The treasurer reported a cash ide_ ici't
of $542.24 and a sinking fund deficit
of $31.72. . " ;.
^
Committee Reports :
1. Social Committee : Professor
Bridgriian will speak on Tuesday,
Nov. 19, at 4 :00 p.m. in Runnals
Union to :: commemorate .the 100th
anniversary of the Gettysburg Address. Also on Friday,- Nov. 22,
Stephen Clapp of the Juilliard
School of Music will give a violin
concert at 8:00 p.m. in Given
Auditorium.
2. Elections Committees ; The, results of the Freshman Interim
Committee election were announced.
Stephen Brooke, Barbara Monahan,
and Eric Rosen are the new members of the Committee. .
3. USNSA : Mr. Geltman reported that he had received a letter
from the . New England Regional
NSA which gives impressions of the
summer conference which, lie and
President Schoeman atteinded. For
anyone interested , this letter will
be placed in the Council room.
Announcements
and Old Business :
1. The Council unanimously approved the appointment of David
Haskell as Editor and Chairman of
the Handbook Committee.
2. A letter will be . s.ent to all
faculty and Students explaining
about the Book Ooop.
3. By a vote of 13-2 the Council
endorsed having the Chair write ' a
letter to Professor . Barghoorn of
Yale , who was held on spy charges
by the Soviet . Union , expressing our
relief over his release.
4. Since the' unofficial results' o'f
the referendum were in favor of the
Men's Student Association , the
Council voted unanimously to accept
the proposed constitution of the Association.
\
.
5. James Meridith : Since the
meeting of the Council last week in
which we voted to allocate $600 to
the college for the Ford Foundation
specif ying it was for James Meridith , because of the confusion in

is no longer feasible. At the time
it was approved , Presid ent Strid er
did not know that the $600 was going to the James! Meridith Educational Fund: The Administration's
philosophy with regard to • this is
that in a sense Colby is . also an
educational fund and it jwould not :
be ' right f or " us to pass money we
receive from the Ford ' Foundation
on to another ' educational 'fund .
President .Strider - was willing to go
along ' with" the Council if they wished to pay $600 for this speaker. IvtrivHar t , who voted in 'favor of the
motion last week on the basis of'
the President' s ' endorsement , subsequently reversed his position. -Av
motion. -was passed unanimously to
reeohsider the Jaines Meridith mattery' It" .was 'decided = to wait \ waiil
afteir President Schoeman 's meeting with President Strider, at
whieh he will obtain a written statement on the Administration's stand,
before acting further on this issue.
A vote on the motion to: allocate
$600 to be donated to the- college
for the Ford Foundation with the
designation that it be used to bring
James Meridith to, campus to speak
was defeated by a 13-1 vote with
the Chair on record as in favor.
New Business :

1. On a motion by Mr. Cohen the
Council approved sending a letter
to B&G requesting - that the road
leading to. the Quad be , repaired.
Also a -letter , will ..be sent to Mr.WilliamB who will forward it to the
state requesting the white line op
Mayflower Hill Drive be extended
to make night driving . easier and
safer since , there are rip ..lights , in .
that area .
2. TUi€) Council, approved sending
a lett er, of thanks to Sandi Hayward for her lecture last week., .
3. A conf erence sponsored by the
Maine -Chamber of Commerce will '
be held in Portland on Nov. 20, If
anyone, especially economics or busr
iness majors , is interested, please
contact Mr. Rosenthal immediately,
Since there was no further business, the , meeting was adjourned at
8 :05 p.m.
Respectfully submitted ,
CeCe ' Sewall
Secretary

Campus Comment
Once upon a time, there was a little boy named Baby John. Baby
John loved candy, but his parents, thought that too much might hurt
him at such a young age. So they said to him, "when you get older
you will be able to have , all the candy you want." Baby John did not
like not being able to eat candy, so he would sneak out and buy it on
the sly- from a candyman who sold candy to little boys. The cand y
tasted even better to Bab y John because he wasn't supposed to have
it (Forbidden candy always tastes the sweetest.) '
Baby .John's parents knew that he was buying candy. What'was
worse, they knew that he knew that they knew, llather than have all
their parental authority fall into question because of the ban on candy, they decided to give Baby John permission to eat cand y, as long
as he didn't cat too much , and as long as he ate it within the house.
After all he was,growing up into a candy eating world , and he should
learn how to control his icand y eating. v .
¦ For a while their plan worked. Bahy ohn's .' craving for cand y
J
it was only a little at a
When
he
did
diminish.
eat
some,
seemed to
time. But after a yvhile he became a heavy candy eater. On weekends
h e would glut himself with chocolate and peppermints. He ate, hot
for- the enjoyment, but just to see how much he could hold. He had
contests with other children to see who could eat the most cand y.
Baby John's parents were shocked!"Their whole plan had failed.
Baby John was not as responsible as they, had thought. He.was proving himself unable to handle his candy ejating privilege, In desperation
his piarents took ity syway, They strictl y enforced the ban and made
periodical checks on .his room to sec that he didn 't have any cand y
hidd en. He screamed and ranted that h|e was a big baby and had thj e
ri ght to rule his own candy eating, but 1io no avail. He had been given
i
a chance and lie had failed.
MORAL :Candy can st ill be t aken away from a baby.

Study Rooms Off er
Comf ort and Culture

Honor ary Urad

by Anne Ruggles ,
As we settle into the comfortable which was given by his daughter,
chairs in the pleasant, well-lighted, Margaret Perry. This working colthird floor study rooms of Miller lection contains many useful books
Library, few of us give much such as atlases and other reference
thought to the miraculous trans- books , as well as priceless items
formation this area has undergone. such as first editions. With the
We wonder vaguely about the books Perry gift came a rich collection of
filling.the shelves and gaze thought- letters which are kept in the
fully at the strange figures on the Edward Arlington Robinson Treaswalls, but then we turn to our own ure Room.
,
pursuit of learning, never knowing It is interesting to note that
how the rooms came into being or there was a personal relationship
the dual purpose which they serve. between the three men who are
Colby's Librarian , John McKenna, united in having rooms of Miller
is constantly working to provide Library dedicated to them. Robinadequate study areas for students son and Perry became friendly when
and the third floor study is j ust one they both spent summers at the
step in a series which began six MacDowell Colony in New Hampyears ago when the reference room shire. Perry 's wife painted the
and . the pit were the only study portrait of Robinson which hangs in
areas in the library. With the help the Treasure Room. During this
Of George Whalon, superintendent same period Pulsifer became poetry
of buildings and grounds , John editor of THE OUTLOOK. Being a
McKenna transformed two class poet himself , he recognized Robinrooms and the mimeograph head- son 's talent and for the first time,
quarters into one of the most popu- Robinson was given the recognition
lar study areas, and at the same he deserved by THE OUTLOOK.
time provided a repository for two The third room with its strange
figures undoubtedly arouses curiColby collections.
The first room, starting from the ousity. These "Dancing Figures" di
north end , will be dedicated on Jan- Monte Alban, Mexico provide an exuary 19 as the Pulsifer Poetry cellent solution to the problem of
Hoom . It contains the poetry li- the high ceiling which leaves much
brary of Howard T. Pulsifer , editor unused space. The figures are rubof the literary periodical THE OUT- bings taken from base relief chiseled
LOOK and author of a collection of in the flat stones of the Building of
poems published by the Colby Press. the Dancers in an archeo'logical city
In addition to this generous gift , near Oaxaca, Mexico. They reprePulsifer loaned his Winslow Homer sent the "formative" art style of
collection to the art department, pre-Colom'bian Indians and date
and his wife is giving one Winslow from 700-B.C. Mr. and Mrs. WilHomer, THE TRAPPER to be hung liam Shevis of Lincolnville, Maine,
over the fireplace in the Pulsifer made these rubbings.
Poetry Room. So, if you are dis- As we continue to enjoy the third
tressed by the bare walls, you floor study rooms, perhaps we will
should be relieved to learn that take a moment to glance around and
further art work is planned for this feel some appreciation for the many
people Who contributed to this newroom.
The second room contains the est of library facilities — including
Thomas Sergeant Perry collection the Indians of Monte Alban.

Stud y Pr ograms
Abr oad in Paris ,
Vienna , Freibur g

COLBY ECHOES

June, 1894
The following laws were added recently by the Ladies' Conference to
the magnificent code now in vogue.
I. No gentlemen shall be allowed
to sit on the steps Cf any of the
ladies' dormitories longer than ten
minutes. No sitting is allowed after
six o'clock.
H. No lady shall leave the hall
with uncovered head. For any distance under ten feet a straw hat
shall be worn , between ten and twenty feet , a tarn o'shanta, for any
distance over twenty feet, a shawl.
HI. No lady shall bo allowed to
walk with more than two gentlemen
on the same' day.
October, 1895
The number of bicycle accidents
on Campus is this year very largo,
doubtless owing to the increased
number of new riders. There is too
much fast riding on our roads. Too
many young men ride, not for the
incidental pleasures of tho sport,
but for the mere exercise and the
desire to outdo some other owner
df a wheel.

Application periods for three fullyear study programs in Paris,
Vienna, and Freiburg, West Germany, for U. S undergraduate's
opened Monday, November 8, three
months earlier than usual.
The Institute of European Studies
announced in Chicago that students
have until June 5, 1964, to submit
formal applications for the 1964-65
programs. The application period
was opened earlier because enrollments for the spring 1964 program s
in Vienna and Freiburg are filling
up rapidly, Institute officials said.
The Ppris Honors program allows
qualified liberal arts students opportunities to study in their major
fields at ,the University of Paris and
other Paris schools. Six weeks of
intensive language training before
classes open help to prepare students for courses, which are taught
only in French. Enrollment is limited to B-average juniors and a few
outstanding sophomores.
1 The Paris program is under tho
direction of a professor of tho Institut d'Etudes Politiques, a part of
tho University of Paris.
Germany 's Black Forest, is conTho Institute's ''European Year" ducted for jjuniora in political
program at the University of soionoo , history, 'literature, pliilosVienna differs a choice between ophy, educational theory and psyGorman - arid ..English - taught chology, It offers complete integracourses in history, political science, tion into a European university/ toliterature, philosophy, psychology, gether with about one hour of tutoreconomics, fine ' arts and other ing for every /hour of class,; All
plus . intensive Gorman , courses , of course, aro conducted in
fields,
language instruction and opportun- Gorman. Applicants must have a B
>
ities to take regular Gorman-taught , avomge,
courses in tho university . Applicants
Each program includes two fi eld
need not havo had German , but trips in western Euvopo with Inmust bo juniors or sophomores with stitute lecturers, 'A folder describing
y the programs is available from tho
at lofist Orpins averages . .
"Das Deutsche Jah v " at tho 500- Institute of European Studios / 35
yoar-old Unive rsi ty of Fitoiburg, in E . Wnolcor Drive, Chicago, IU ,

HH
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Wins Nobel Prize
For Physics, 1963

An honorary Golby graduate' who
spoke at the college's Summer Institute for Science last July was one
of two Americans to share the 1963
Nobel Prize for Physics.
Eugene P. Wigner of Princeton
is an internationally known expert
in nuclear physics and atomic
energy. He received an honorary
doctor of science degree at commencement exercises in 1959.
Dr. Wigner shares tihe Nobel
Prize with Mrs. Maria Mayer of the
University of California and with a
West German physicist. The award
was given for their work on the
study of atomic structure.
Director of the atomic bomb
project during World War II, Wigner was born in Budapest, and
came to this country, becoming a
citizen in 1937. In 1940 he became
a member of a small group of
scientists who advised the U. S.
government as to the military possibilities of nuclear energy.
On leave from Princeton during
the war, Dr. Wigner directed a
large group - df engineers- and
scientists in the Atom Bomb project
and on December 2, 1942, was one
of the chosen few to witness the
first man-made atomic fire at the
University of Chicago.
Upon receiving his Colby degree,
he was cited by the then president,
J. Seelye Bixler, for having been "an
integral part of the recent scientific
progress . . . your activities in the
future have so many possibilities
that prediction is unsure."
Dr. Wigner received this country's Medal of Merit in 1946 and
in 1958 won the coveted Atomic
Energy Commission's Enrico Fermi
Award.
The Pro-Musica group , which recently appeared at Colby, has been
selected by tho U. 8. Department of
State for its cultural exchange wit h
Russia. They will go to Moscow a
year from now. Also chosen were
tho Oberlin College Choir and " Holiday on Ice."

L F. C. Comments
by J ames Crawford

This is an article designed to shed terms of leadership of campus orlight on shadeVi aspects of fratern- ganizations. Based on last year's
ities
at Colby. Never have records , fraternity men headed Blue
fraternity men objected to valid Key, Campus Chest, Glee Club, Incriticism. All too often, however, ter,aith Association, Sigma Phi
we have felt that the criticism xhas Sigma, and Men's Judiciary Comnot been of valid character. As a mittee, just to name a few organizafraternity man I feel that our or- tions of diversification.
ganizations are worthwhile in aiding The academic criticism that
us to develop good character and to fraternities always receive is , I feel
reach academic aspirations. Al- at times, unjust. There are two
though I am convinced of this fact , criteria upon which you can judge
I,, realize others are not. In this the fraternity 's influence upon its
article my desire is to present proof members. The first is comparison
for my beliefs and not antagonism between the point average of the
toward those of opposing feeling. fraternity men and the nonThe I.P.O. received from a Colby fraternity men. The second is the
administrator the written belief achievement of the fraternity men
that fraternities hinder their mem- reaching the distinction of Dean's
bers ' success in scholarship and List. Last year ('62-'63) the nonfurthermore,- cause them to partic- fraternity average , first semester
ipate less than they normally would was 2.208. The fraternity was
in college activities. Although other 2.181. Second semester of last year
areas of criticism were mentioned, the non-fraternity and fraternity
these are the ones that I wish to average was identical at 2.272. The
discuss now.
percentage of fraternity men on the
Last spring the I.F.C. conducted Dean's list first semester was sixtya survey of the attendance at col- eight percent and second semester
lege lectures. Because I will pre- it was sixty-three percent. To sumsent our findings in percentage marize, I would say that fraternity
figures it is necessary to know that men show no abnormality in their
last semester fraternity men com- academic achievements. Of interest
prised sixty-eight percent of the in this area is a study made bjr
m'ale enrollment. This figure can be Mark Albertson. "With the cooperacompared with the percentage tion 6f Dean Johnson, Mark was
figures of participation that I am able to predict the potential of each
abou't to present. It was found that incoming male student. This record ,
at the Gfabrielson Lectures of March along with records established at
7th, 14th , and 21st (speakers Lak- Colby, gave Mark correlations that
off, Smith, and Miller), the per- are truly interesting and informacentage of fraternity men compos- tive. I hope that Mark will present
ing the maJle segment of the his findings in an article similar to
audiences was seventy-five percent. this one at a later date.
Of different interest , the Religious My aim has been to present factConvocation of March 4th, with ual information supporting fraterLally , guest speaker, seventy-one nity
men 's
aeBievemenis
in
per cent of the men attending were academics and in campus participafraternity men. Another area o_ tion. The I.P.C. has gathered these
participation is the election of Stu- facts to counter criticism against
dent Government. Seventy-four per- the organizations they represent. I
cent of those men voting were do not propose that these facts
fraternity men. In the arda of ath- overcome all past criticism or make
letics there can be no question that it impossible for further criticism
participation is almost completely hut I do believe these findings point
by fraternity men. Support of cam- toward achievements by the mempus activities can be measured in bers of the' Colby fraternities.

Stephen Clapp
To Perforin Solo
Last evening's Lovejoy Convocation featured an address by Leslie Violi n Concert
Moore, president of the New England Society of Newspaper Editors,

Moore Maries Occasion
Of Academy Dedication

on the occasion of the dedication of the Academy of New England
Journalists at Colby. A member of Sigma Delta Chi , he is chairman of
the Society's Joint Committee on the Academy.
Moore briefly described the origin
PROBLEM II
of the Academy and its aims. "This
(Continued
'from Page Two)
is not an academy of glamour j -it
is not an academy of the makers of her, and the problem involved in
the wisecrack or the catchy phrase ; transporting 90 boys to and from
. . . it is an academy of principle and Mayflower Hill each day.
high standards. '' The concept di the May we propose a fourth alterAcademy is embodied in "the very naitive to Problem II which would
fundaments of journalism , principles also solve Problem I. Do not inwhich n'o journalists worth the name crease the women 's enrollment at
can lightly esteem."
all next year. The following year
"The Academy of New England when Dana Hall is ready for ocJournalists is dedicated to the high- cupancy, take in an additional 70
est principles of good journalism, or 80 women j remove tho 75 or so
emphasizing those principles by the women who are crowding the preelection of those men who have best sent dorm facilities and thus give
and most effectively adyanced theta Dana Hall about ISO occupants,
in New England. Thus, now and in True , this would leave perhaps 25
decades to come, tho Academy will rooms empty and would be only
keep a clear light on the needs of half the number of additional wotho present hour by continuing to il- men. ..presently being considered.
luminate and preserve the great However, there seems Ji'fcWo need of
subjecting students to a year of irworks of the past."
Moore expressed his pleasure that ritating inconvenience in order to
tho Academy; is being permanently insure that Dana Hall is obsolete beestablished on the Colby campus. fore it is occupied. Colby does not
"Tho interest of Colby College in need 160 more women to be a cenfro , conscientious journalism is sol- ter of excellence, especially if their
idly established and well known." main contribution would be aggra", . . wo are not only grateful vation of an 'already serious housing
but proud that the Academy of Now situation, Wc spoalc, not in the inEngland Journalists has its homo terest of financial profit but, in tho
and its archives hero, but wo look interest of obtaining tho best eduforward cagorly to an active pro- cation possible, under tho best posgram that will, mako - tho Academy sible ,, conditions., , Wo sincerely hope
room usef ul as a center of jour- fcha't tho trustees will give this ma'tnalisti c display and journ alistic tor serious consideration hoforo final
dooisions ' are made.
thoug ht. " ' '

A young New Jersey violinist and
student at the Juilliard School of
Music will perform a solo concert
at Colby ton'ight.

Stephen Clapp of Ramsey, New
Jersey, will present an 8 p.m. concert in CHven . Auditorium of tho
Bixler Art and Music Center sponsored by Colby Student Government. The public is invited without
charge.
The young musician was graduated from Oberlin College Conservatory of Music (Oberlin , Ohio)
with a B.M. degree. As part of his
Oberlin braining, he studied for a
year at the Mozartoum Academic in
Salzburg, Austria.
Clapp is presently holder of the
Apprenticeship in Violin Teaching
Scholarship while working toward
his M.S. degree at Juilliard .

A ll seniors

who

havo not

had

thoir senior pictures taken may do
so next Tues day morning , November
26, at tho Longloy
logo Avonuo

Studio , 82 Col-

(opposite tho Lobs ter

Pound). Sign-up shoots will ,bo outside tho Spa. Proofs of all senior
pic t ures which have a lrea dy boon
taken will bo delivered before tho
Thanksgiving

Rooess.

y

More Features To How To Overcome Worr ies
"Don 't worry," may be valuable spinning off in a new and better
Be Added To
common sense advice — but like direction — if you can see what
dieting, it's easier said than done. that direction is.
Renovated Spa
Here are seven ways to combat
Dr. Hoffman advises : "If you
Oswald

Ode To Oarefree Coll ege Lif e
Exams are over, it's pleasure I seek.
Man , hasn't this been a killing week?
The books are away, the misery's 'past;
I'm getting ready for a week-long blast.
The cars are set to scatter here and there,
To Worcester , to Springfield , and over to Ware.
The parties are planned, the dates are all set;
Have fun , like man, it's a sure bet.
Look out Boston, I've a king-sized thirst !
Just one little thing — we're back .the thirty-first.
I won't let it bother me 'cause summer's ahead
I'll work through the heat to make college bread.
I'll have good times with my summer's pay,
But you guessed it — Labor Day.
I won't let short vacations get me sore,
When I graduate from here I'll even the score.
I'll be my own boss, I'll decide my own fate.
I'll go where I want, be early or late.
I'll do things letter-perfect or a little lax,
Maybe mess around with my income tax.
"Ten to twenty," the judge said to me;
And here I am with a college degree.
So now I break rocks with this sledge in my hands.
Oh, man, I wish I were back here taking exams.
(reprinted from The Campus Beat by J oel Goldman
in the Massachusetts Collegian, March 20, 1959.)

worry, as suggested by Dr.
Hoffman.
Certainly everyone has enjoyed
and appreciated the new Spa. The 1. Regard your troubles as real.
advantages of increased sifce , im- Unless you're faced with an emerproved service, and extended hours gency, you may be inclined to dishave more than compensated for .the miss your fears as unreal, vague,
intimacy and color which were lost and "all in the mind." Unfortuseldom makes them go
when the bookstore moved. John is nately, this
/ ¦ .<
.
away.
.
exceptionally pleased (for, although
Next
time
you
worry or " feel
the bookstore is missed, business
exactly what
anxious
ask.
yourself
,
has improved) and has planned adit
is
you
about. Your
worrying
're
ditional improvements to give the
job
?
?
Your
future ?
Your
family
students a comfortable and intimate
your
problems
You
must
pinpoint
place to' relax, eat, and talk.
The . planned extension of the before you can solve them.
counter will improve service and 2. Don 't blame your troubles on
add more seating space. Student de- others. Had bad advice recently ?
signed murals will he painted on the Feel you 're imposed upon ? Or that
walls, and possibly drapes will he your parents didn't prepare you
a'dded. John has provided a chess properly for adulthood ? While it
set for students to borrow, and may be technically true that others
would like to supply cards for the have been amiss in dealings with
ever-present bridge games, but the you , blaming them for your probrapid disappearance of Spa cards lems puts you in a weak position
in regard to yourself. You're saymakes this impractical.
The fact that the Spa is the focal ing, in effect, that other people can,
point for relaxation is not entirely and have, run your litfewfor you. But
the result of habit or of convenience, by placing the blame for your
but is due in large part to John's troubles on yourself, you're saying
imagination, for which he deserves that at least you row your own boat
— as skipper.
a pat on the hack.
By Lora Kreeger

With
Ik Kin Three

One of Maine's most popular
young folk-sing ing groups, The Kin
Three, will be featured in a hootena/nny at the Waterville Jaycee
Opera House here November 21.
A number of groups, including the
Colby College Folk' Singing Society,
will be represented on the 8 p. m.
progra m, which will also provide
audience participation and audi— . .
tions.
The current upsurge and interest
in. folk songs and ballads throughout
Maine and the nation has seen the
rise of The Kin Three , a talented
ensemble with a uni que sound which
has been acclaimed by enthusiastic
audiences throughout the state.
Comprised of guitarist Roger
Gagne and his cousins, brother and
sister Alton and Diane Rancourt,
the group auditioned for the Ted
Mack show earlier this year and has
recently contracted to make a recording of some of their numbers.
Tho "Big Hoot" will feature (a
repertoire of folk songs and ballads,
old and new, American and foreign,
many listed among the current , hits.

Acute infectious mononucleosis
^
commonly known as "mono," is a
frequent invader of every college
campus — young adults are readily
susceptible.
"Mono" is characterized by lymphocytosis with a typical lympliocutes in the blood, enlarged lymph
nodes, spleen , and other constituti onal symptoms. . The causative
agent is not yet known although accumulating evidence points to a
virus. Although termed infectious
"mon o" has a low degree of contag iousness , with a debatable incubation period of 4-14 days.
The symptoms vary widely. Most
frequently the disease in this age
group is marked by fever, sore
throat , acute tonsillitis, headache,
pain and soreness about the eyes,
na u sea, excessive fatigue, rash and
swollen glands. Patients may complain of any one or many of these
symptoms. Diagnosis is resolved by
study of blood tests , for example.by

a white differential count , hetero- you have plenty of company. When
phile antibody test , and by clinical yon' worry you're apt to feel that
findings.
it' s you and you alone who can't
The laboratory picture shows a hit the pace of the rest of the
leukocytoses
(increased
white world.
count) accompanying fever. Total Dr. Hoffman says, "If the truth
white count' may range from 10,000 were known, people who find it difto 2Q,O0O plus per cu. mm. during ficult or even impossible ' to get
the peak of the disease. This count along with themselves might turn
may also, vary greatly . and a out to constitute the majority of.the
leukopenia (lowered white count) to population of the world. "
levels of 3,000 per cu. mm. may 4. Don't think, of problems as difmark the disease in its first week. ficulties, tfiink of them as , opporThe normal white count is about tunities for action. Hard as they
7,000,
are, jolts and knocks can send you
The treatment is largely symptomatic. Antibiotics are used only in
.
the presence of severe sore throat ('
and high fevers. Vitamins are given .
fayfri
daily. Hard c'andy and an abun- '
s^^s
c|
f
dance
fluids are encouraged. Hospitalization or bed care depends
upon severity of the disease, 7-14
days is not unusual.
'
RI& 4S\
As for prevention , daily practice
of the laws o>f good health is the
9*r
'?ft*** Jf ^
(Continued on Page Five )
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7. Arrange your schedule to cut

down on hurrying. Take a look at
your engagement calendar for the
past month. Have your days been
cut in shreds by one crisis after
another?
This month juggle the hours and?,
days to win yourself an occasional
quiet hour . In a recent I/utheran
Hour address , Dr. Hoffman reminded his listeners that Christ advised us not to worry about tomorrow.
"Look at the lilies. Look at the
(Continued on Page Five)
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Gas Tank Full ?
For The Weekend?
For The Game?
See

6. Take a good look at your goals

in life. Your - neighbor 's shoe won't
fit you — and perhaps neither do his
jobs , his standards , nor his patterns
of living. Are you a misfit in your
job ? Many colleges and universities
provide tests and counseling to help
you find but. Would you and your
family be happier in a different —
and simpler — social environment ?
There's no *law against making
the change and aiming at your real
goals in life — instead of those
3. Take consolation in the thought goals of the crowd.

The Scoop On
Mononucleosis

Gome Hoot

have trouble living with yourself,
you have taken the first step
toward that great heart of God -—
which is wide open to you when you
recognize that your problem is in
yourself."
5. Talk it over. If you can't work
your way out of the maze alone,
seek out professional help with some
one you trust — such as your doctor or clergyman. He may be less
"shockable" than you think — and
able to dig up a solution which
h adn 't occurred to you.
Just talking the whole thing over
calmly and logically may ease your
mind, allow you to view the situation in a better perspective.

'

INVENTE D THE
WRAP AROU ND OUGHT TO
WHOEVER

HAVE A MEDAL. IT'S SO
easy to SLIDE INTO, SO
SMART AND GO-EVERYWEARABLE. NOW CENTURY

WRAPS UP THE WRAP -

AROUND STORY IN A DAR- •
INGLY OVERSIZE PLAID.
SPICY SUEDE ON THE' TWIN
BUTTONS, MAD - MONEY
POCKET AND LEADING
EDGE ADDS FASHION ZING:'
* A .MIRACLE OF CUT
AND
TAILORING KEEPS YOU '
' .
ENVIABLE SLENDER
'
'
AND NEAT.
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WHAT IS M.S.M.?

There is an organization on
campus 'called the Northern Student
people
hold
Movement . Many
opinions aj bout it, but few, including some of its most interested adherents , seem to know how it originated' or what ifc is trying to do.
This article is written to explain
both.
The Northern Student Movement
w as f ound ed at Yale in 1961, as a
result of ¦& conference sponsored hy
the New England Christian Movement. During its firsif year it had
chapters on about twenty campuses
which worked to support the Southern student movement and to
develop programs relating to Northem civil rights prdbl.ms. Since then
N.S.M. chapters have been formed
on many more college campuses
across the North, each carrying out
its own program, desi gned f or its
particular locale, but receiving help

from the central office when requested. Project offices with a fulltime staff have been established in
eight cities , Boston , Hartford , Harlem , Philadelphia , Baltimor e, Washington, Chicago and Detroit. These
offices run locally tailored projects
as well as help the N.S.M. chapters
in the area,
i

The Oolby chapter was formed last
January. Contacts with Colby and
N.S.M. center at Yale had been
through the Student Christian Associati on but it w as f elt that if a
separate organization was started,
it could be more effective. The new
organization was looked on as a
channel 'through which Colby students could express their concern
and act upon it. Last years projects
were 1) holding a Hootenany to raise
"operating funds ," 2) a letter writing campaign for the passage o* a
non-discriminatory housing bill in
Maine, along with an attempt to in, ¦ ¦¦__ ¦_ ¦
*^*^~*& —. ^ ^¦p^f'i^w*^-.^**-— i^ ^ m*^~^^* w»
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form ourselves hy- attending hear- carried out in the future, depend to background work to present an antiings and to arouse the interest of a great extent on the support of our discriminatory housing bill to the
membership. legislature next session. Paul Goodthe campus in this local problem by somewhat nebulous
speakers and discussion groups, 3) (Membership is granted to any stu- man suggested that we concern ourwith the discrimination
putting on a dance to raise money dent who attends two or more meet- selves
for the central N.S.M. and 4) a ings , but no membership lists are against French Canadians in Waterclothing drive for the jobless, disen- kept , nor are there any specified ville. The list of projects we could
franchised Negroes in Mississippi. "duties" o'f membership.) There is undertake is large. We can do none
This year N.S.M. has held a letter a possibility that we could set up of these, however, unless those who
writing campaign to Northern in- an exchange program with a South- are concerned wish to spend the
dustrialists in Birminghatn, partic- ern Negro college for Spring vaca- time and energy making them sucipated in a mourning march in Port- tion if someone is interested in go- cessful .
land, held a Workdiay, and showed ing. We could serve as representaa film on SNCC Voter Registration tives of Colby to schools which have
OVERCOMING WORRIES
in Mississippi. ^Through the Work- a large minority groiip enrollment,
(Continu ed from Page Four)
day and the showing of the movie in order to encourage qualified stuto
apply
to
we were able to send Sl'50 to Al- dents" from these schools
birds. Man's life does not con sist in
bany, Georgia, where Heidi Mann's Colby. (This year the administra- the aT-undance of the things he
sister is working with SNCC on a tion is making more of an effort to possesses.
voter registration project. Ai*- send representatives to such schools
"Seek the bread of life rather
rangements are being made to bring but there are many which will not than the bread which perishes. "
four speakers to campus — a Stu- be visited!) There is a great need
dent
Non-violent
Coordinating throughout the South, wh ere SNCC
MONONUCLEOSIS
Comrnifc_ee representative, a pro- is running Voter Registration
(Continued fro m Page Four )
gram on Danville, Virginia given by projects , for food " and clothin g f or
William Kuntsler or Anne Cooper the Negroes who lose their job s by best way to avoid a session with
(lawyers who defended demon- registering. It has been suggested mononucleosis. One ought to eat
strators in Danville), Peter Coun- that we hold a food drive by collect proper* foods, wear adequate protryman, past executive chairman of ing food at super markets from con- tective clothing, and perhaps , most
N.S.M. and Ruthie Hartford , who tributions of the, shoppers . (This important, the intelligent budgeting
has been on Johns Isl and parti cipat- would involve many workers to pub- of time to allow adequate rest and
ing in a 'workshop run by -Guy licize as well as collect.)
sleep — at leas't 8 hours daily.
Caravan.
The NAACP of Maine has sug- Vitamins are also of value especially
Other programs, which could be gested that we help them in their during the winter months.
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Thermo Heat Control
Air- Conditioned
Modern Brick
Wall to Wall Carpets
Fireproof - Free TV
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Between Wat erville and Fairfield
Colby College Nearby
CLYDE & THERESA ARNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
COFFEE SHOP
TELEPHONE EAC H UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER , AAA , SUPERIOR
Direct to Canada
Routes 201, 100 and 11
Tel. 453-7318
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Call for information regarding Quality and price.'
Many High Grade Cars to Choose From.
J
Price Arrangements Can Be Made
J
Arrange
For Monthly Payments If Necessary
J

IMPERIA L MOTORS

j
J
j
j

Repair Facilities Servicing All Models
j
|
171 College Ave. Waterville Tel. TR 3-4229
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HOLIDA
INVITES M
mgr ^jfflfe w THE WORLD'S FAMOUS YMCA
PROGRAMS
^ yOU TO ITS
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"1fort in one building—laundry
cafeteria and coffee shop, ft
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barber, checking service, TV m
W ™*AWUI2< room, newsstand and tailor. J§
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Single-$2.75.
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' Vnw ir WILLIAM SLOANE
* uWfv l HOUSE Y.M.C.A. J t
398 West 34th St. (nr Ninth Ave. ) fSf §|) .
Now York , N.Y. Phono : OXfortl 5-9133 [|j [j l
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ADLERS

Now you're getting the swing of it. All you have to do is be "clean white sock" in
your Adlers, Suddenly you find yourself doing just as you please, and the whole world
beaming unquestioning approval, You'll like it. Girls love it. And all because of
the Adler SC, shrink controlled wool sock. In -white and a covey of colors. $h
Till ADICII COMPANY . CINCINNATI M, OHIO I IN OANADA I WINCI0H HOIUBV MIlLHj M0NTHIAI
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THE HOME OF THE COMPACT CARS
NEW AND USED
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Booters Tourney Bound; Debut Tonight, Cutler New Grid Capt ain;
Mules At UNB Drewes , Smith Hoaored
NCAA Regionals Today For Doubleheader
by Gavin Scotti

by LEN NELS ON
This coming Friday and Saturday, November 22 and 23, Tufts
College will play host to the third annual N.G.A.A. Atlantic Coast
Regional Division Soccer Tournament. The field consists of four college teams, one from each bf the three section in the Atlantic Coast
Region (from Maine to Florida) plus one at-large team. Colby is the
District One representative, Hartwick is the choice from District Two,
Elizabethtown (Pa.) is the at-large entry, and a play-off between
Lynchburg, Va. and Baltimore will decide the District Three team.
This will be one of four such tournaments being played across the
country. The winners will not go on to meet each other to determine
a national college champion, but rather, the four sectional winners
will each be given separate trophies.
Coach of the Mule booters, John Winkin, looks upon this tournament as a real challenge. He points out that Colby is the only college
entered in which soccer is not the school's main sport — the other
three do not have football. Coach Winkin also feels that Colby's selection as one of the sixteen teams picked from across the nation
speaks well for the future of soccer in Maine. Incidentally, this was the
first year of State Series Competition, which came about through the
efforts of Mike Loebs, who devoted so many years to the sport.
The team is looking forward to the tournament and its attitude is
typified by halfback King Hill who had this to say after practice Tuesday. "This is the highlight of our intercollegiate careers. We don't intend to come home a loser."

The. Colby Football Team broke prove Colby' a football standing
By Al Filad oro
a long-standing tradition when it toward, becoming "one of the small
Coach Charlie Holt's hockey elected a single captain to head college grid powers.". Simpson ,
squad will take to the ice for its next year 's grid elevezt. Thursday, further reminded the team to "hit
first tilt of the season tonight 'and November 14, Dave Cutler Tvas the books" as this was the primary
the song that's played will make elected to solo the leadership of the concern of a student at Colby. The
them think they're home. It'll be Mules at the annual break-up din- ex-Marine also told the • team that
"Oh Canada," not "Hail Colby" as ner held at "Roberts Union.
they had to have some spiritual
the Mules face a strong U. of New- Steve Smith, & jun ior non-letter-- values if they wanted to acquire
Brunswick sextet in Fredricton, N. man from Columbus, Ohio, received academic and athletic rewards from
B., for, games both tonight and to- the coveted Paul F. "Ginger?' Colby.
morrow in the Picture Province Fraser Award for his "spirit , at- Ken Palmer , co-captain-' center,
city. '
titude, cooperati on and desire spoke briefly, as did Drewes. tr We
A good showing against UNB throughout the season."
have had a wonderful season," said
would be the best confidence builder
Bob Drewes, retiring senior co- Palmer , "arid the won-loss record
in the world for the Mules who have captain was elected M.st Valuable doesn't indicate , what we have
,
to face Providence College and Player of the team by his team- gained from playing the game." _Ph»
Harvard in their first games of the mates.
Needham , Mass. senior noted' that
EGA.C schedule. Last weekend
John Winkin, chairman of the the team "went into many games
former Mule mentor Jack Kelley athletic department, made the on edge, not knowing whether we
took his BU Terriers up to New presentation of the Fraser Award could win or not. The coaches were
Brunswick and gained a paii of ties, and Sid Parr, assistant alumni behind us and with a few breaks we
5-5, and 2-2;
secretary, awarded the Wadsworth had great moments. "
"We have the makings orf a good Watch to Drewes on behalf of its Drewes said it was a "pleasure ioseason ," said Coach Holt, ^'bu't the donors.
be associated with Colby athletics
boys must realize their potential. I Lee Williams, director of ath- for four years." He told the underknow I have two great leaders in letics, presided at the dinner which classmen that, "it was not enough
Co-Ca/pts. Jack Mechem and Dave for the first time inclu'ded the mem- to play 59 minutes of ball, because
Sveden ."
bers of the Baby Mule Football in that one minute yon let down,
The Mules will have a well Team. "Regardles s of our losses," your opponent will take advantage
balanced team this year and will Williams said, "we cannot forget and you will lose. "
start off by sporting three lines. the fact that <we came up with three The retiring co-captains preThe first wave has Junior Bruce sp lendid wins (Tufts , Trinity and sented gifts to both Simpson and to
Davy centering for Dave Sveden and Bates), two of them following lop- backfield coach Ken Weinhell.
Sophomore Charlie McLennura. Jack sided losses."
, New letters were presented by
Mechem and Don Short are the two "Williams noted tha. this could Simpson and Williams to the folFOOTBALL
SOCCER
stalwart deifensemen and hack for only indicate "no limitation of' de- lowing: Pete Blumenthal, John
F
I R S T TEAM
FIRST TEAM
his second year as first string sire on the part of the team." Wil- Cookson, John Bush , John CarvelEnd goalie is Larry Sawler.
Goalie Bruce Waldman , Sr. - Colby
Steven Clark, Jr., Maine
End 'Senior Jon Choate adds a great liams went on to call for recogni- las, Philip Choate, Prosper ParkerFB. Frank Drigotas , Sr., Colby
Bob Thompson , Soph., Bates
Tackle bit of experience to the second line tion of Winslow Tobey, equipment ton, Frank "Dana" Abbott, Tom
FB. Ernie Smith, Sr., Maine
Rtifus Brown, Soph., Maine
HB. Dave Andrew , Sr., Bowdoin Tackle as his two mates, Mike Cutler and manager, and of Joe Drummond, Boghosian, Dave Cutler (Captain
Bill Horton, Sr., Bowdoin
HB. Roger Boucher, Sr., Maine Guard Pete Lax are both sophomores. The senior football manager from Port- elect), Kim Miller, Pete Wagner^
George Beehe, Jr., Bates
Dick Aufce, Bill George, Dick GilGuard two sophs should pick up a lot of land.
HB. Ray Sawyer, Sr., Maine
Jim "v&lhouli, Sr., Colby
Head
Coach
John
more, Jim JLamhert, Karl OstenIn
his
speech,
Center savvy and ,finesse as the season proLloyd Buriton, Sr., Bates Forward Phil Soule, Sr., Maine
Simpson
praised
the
team
for
its
dedorf
.
Bob Harrington , Jr., Bowdoin QB gresses. . .' ¦
Hans Hede, Soph., Bowdoin "
and
determination
sire,
spirit
Aside
from the 16 new letter winMike Haley, Jr., Maine
ID- The third line at this moment, is
D. Hoaglund, Fresh., Bates
"
,
ners,
throughout
the
1963
season
and
1
1
were cited for previouslyHB
Paul Soule, Soph., Bowdoin
Dave Kelley, Jr., Colby
"
still a bit indecisive as Coach Holt called for renewed effort's to im- having received the honor. ,
Tom Carr, Soph.j Bates
FB
"
J. N'Joya, Soph., Colby
is trying to work out the best possible combination. A good bet for from Northland College after the sticks for the present campaign..
They have found that the new OCM
tonight and tomorrow is a line of first half of last year.
BUY YOUR
ICE
CHIPS
—
The
squad
left
fiberglass wrapped sticks are lighter
Pete Winstanley, Barney Hallowell,
COLBY COLLEGE
~
fl
hour
early
this
morning
on
the
six
and are much more durable than
and Bill Callahan. Rollie Morneau
ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR
S t GDI
I £H
trek to Fredericton by bus . . . It the former sticks used.
will
be
used
as
the
third
defenseNOW!!!
T
man and will play an important role was reported that although Ameri- Remetanfoer the first home game . ..
" ,s ™^-^^-,;,, p i
ONLY $1.25
can rules were observed in the BU- December 7, versus Harvard.
in the defense corps.
24 ILLUST RATIONS !
L» IHD D
UNB game th'at the referees still
always
Of
course
there
are
prob_
THE PER F ECT
_L „ „ »
lems and this year's team is not tended to left checking in the ofwithout them. The Mules will be fensive zone pass by without blowCongratulations
without , the services of Harvey¦ Hy- ing a» whistler
OUTING CLUB MEMBER
to
ler and.: Terry Eagle for: thm Nest If: &b first- glance you think that
Brunswick games, Both Efyler and Roman gladiatorial matches are takBRUCE WALDMAN
Eagle are members of the varsity ing place at Alfond Arena , l<Saj§^
^ $$* DAVID KELLEY
The Miller Library has installed a self-service coin-o perated photocopy soccer team which will compete in again. It's only the new protM|j(§
JIM VALHOULI
the ECAC Soccer Tourna,ment at helmets which the __-U.es are wearmachine for the benefit of both students and faculty.
Tufts, this weekend. Also, Bill ing this season. They are lighter and JEAN PAUL N'JOYA
Tho DOCUSTAT photocop y machine is located in the Librar y lobby
Snow, an important cog in the Colby despite their looks, afford better
to tho right of tho Main Desk. It is available for use at any time that the wheel will not be eligible until the protection to the players.
ALL-MAINE
main part of tho Library is open.
second semester. Snow transferred The Mules are also using new *
This machine will copy anything up to 10" x 14" and will deliver a
sharp 8J4 x 11 copy 30 seconds after a quarte r is inserted. It will copy
letters , papers , magazine articles , and can reproduce pages in books without having to remove the pages.

All Maine Teams
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BOWL WHERE YOUR FRIENDS BOWL

ATLANTIC COUNTRY CLUB
Upper Main Street
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— JON ES MOTEL —

33 units air-conditioned
nightly colby special s
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Reservations Required Week Nights
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At- a ' recent/ fall ' sports tea ,;Ellen
Crouch was announced as the
freshman representative to the
W.A.A. board ,, and the managers of
!
each fall sport ' ;gave awards in their
own divisions. Kay Parker announced that the junior scholastic
archery. winn ers . were
Corny
Roberts, Linda Allen , Nancy Wilcox , and Barbara Monahan. Lynn
Egbert gave golf awards -to Pam
Copper and Cindy Paquet. Kay
Tower . announced the members of
the new freshmen and sophomore
'fi qld, hockey teams, chosen from the
gym classes. She gave awards to'the
varsity teams : Lynn Egbert , Carol
Rogers, Janet Jolicoeur , Donna
Brown , Jan Holt, Laurie Lewin,
Jemmy Michner, Carol , Christy, Ann
McMichael, and Doris Bergeron.
These girl s will , compete in the
sports day with Bates and U . of
Maine on . . .November ' 16th . Cindy
Wulling recognized the winners of
the intramural tennis, competition.

In* singles , Donna Nelson .was the structor . A bowling league consistwinner . and Les ' , Suth erland -was ing • ¦> of•• a sophomore and a senior
ninner-up. In doubles , Cindy Wull- team competes every Tuesday aftering and Judy Fassett beat Jan Ath- noon at tlie new bowling alley down
ertpn and Donna Nelson.. Aft er the town. The sophomore team includes
awards were given out,' Cindy : Wull- Grretchen Herchleb, Sandy Shaw,
ing told the group afoout ' her recent Jean Hunt , and Ann McMichael.
trip to Forest Hills, l^ ew York, with The senior team includes Doris
Judy Fassett, Donna Nelson , and Bergeron (manager) , Judy Fassett ,
Les Sutherland for competition ..in Peggy' .Chandler, and Cindy Wull¦'
the Women's- International Tennis ing. .'
Tournament.
• In the coming months we are
W.A.A. would like to announce looking forward to more tourna¦
the .election of : 1963-64 ' officers' : ments. Volleyball , : under ' the manPeggy Chandler, President ; Caro- agement of - Sarah Shaw will comline Kelley, ¦Vice-President ; Carol pete in games- from November 22Ghris'tie, Secretary-Treasurer ; and Decem'ber S. During January, the
Lynn Seidenstiiecker, Publicity Man- W.A.A. events will be run by a
ager. The dorrn representatives are committee of three girls .— Carol
Barbara Fitzsimmons, W oodman ; Christie, Jan Jolicoeur, and Kay
Jan Jolicoeur , . Foss; -Les SufcherV Parker. There will be basketball and
land , Louise Coburn ; > and Cindy volleyball tournaments as well as
,
Fisher, Mary YJuctw. ,
. , ... ski lessons. The • ski team will be
This fall — . front October 22-25 — starting its - season in. January and
^
the hockey classes were privileged hopes to go to Middlebury again
to have Miss "Valeri e Sinclair of the: this year for that school's Winter
Scottish
Hockey . Team
teach Carnival. Last year the Colby girls
classes and give helpful advice. came in fifth out of ten teams at
W.A.A. would like to express their Middlebury. Peggy Chandler will
real appreciation for Miss Sinclair 's hold exercise sessions for anyone
skill arid enthusiasm .
interested every night at 5:00 p.m.
There are several new activities during Jamiary. Colby is planning
this fall. Anyone interested in rid- a sports day for late in February.
ing may ride under good instruc- We will invite Bates , U. of- Maine,
tion. Ruth-Ann Loker, who. has ac- and Westbrook girls fo Colby for a
cumulated literally hundreds of Saturday a_id compete in volleyball
ribbons from shows over a period and basketball followed by free skatof several years, is assistant iv* ing in the arena.-

12th LOVEJOY FELLOW
of its sponsors.
Mr. Lyons sai d that of the qual(Continued from. Page ' One)
attention . ' . . to . the innumerable ities most needed in men, indeassaults on one's interest . . . to be pendence should, come first. This,
able to retain his own right of deci- he said , is true of institutions too,
sion. . . No other institution re- notably ' newspapers. "The instituquires more constant &nd searching tion must provide the resources , the
criticism (than) the press. . . The organisation-, the program ^ and the
reader , to be informed; needs to keep leadership for its members. But if
up with the score, to *a(Id up the it is to be a dynamic institution, it
daily fragments ai_d come to his must ' also support independent
¦'
own conclusions of what they add minds lest its. vitality be lost.
up to. . . The intelligent reader The independent spirit is- more than
needs to exercised discrimination in ever needed ' from, the organization,
the source of his (daily) news . . . man. . , .-.. As , William Allen White
and (should) : supplement these said, . . . 'Only when free utterance
sources * with serious periodicals is supressed is it needed ; and when
that, free of ' daily deadlines , have it is needed , it ' is ' mos(_ ' vital to
more time to explore 'below the sur- justice.' The way to preserve indeface of events (than newspapers) pendence is simple: to think of one. . . (he) can discipline himself to self always as expendable . The nian
be selective , to follow the few main who chooses to act as though he
lines of developments that matter were expendaible is most apt to be
to him , without letting 'himself be found indispensable."
bogged down in the miscellany of v
REGENT'S FELLOWSHIPS
trivia in every edition."
Any legal reside nt of New York
Mr. Lyons ' said that although State currently a senior
,
in colle ge,
television is "potentially the greatwho will attend a graduate school
est force for an informed society we in New Yo rk to prepar e
for a colhave" it cannot be accepted as an lege teaching career in
New York
independent force until it can tone may apply for a Rege
nt's Fellowship
down its emphasis on commercial- providi ng up to $2,
500 per year for
ism. This is "the enemy that . must two years ;
The deadline for applicabe fought (by), all those who care
tion is December 1, 1963.
about decent values." Newspapers
Application forms and information
are free to print any news they are available in
Dealn Johnson 's offeel the public must know while fice.
television is harnessed to the Avhims

..

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: PETE BERTSCHMAN N
In the summer of 1961, Pete Bertschmann (B.A., 1956)
com pleted his Navy tour and joined New. England Telephone's Boston Sales Department. .There, he helped business customers solve their communications problems. So
capabl y, in factrthat when ten applicants were screened
for a supervisory j ob, Pete won the ; promotion .

- : ln his new capacity Pete handled special sale's studies ,
.. wrote speeches, and , ampng other achievements, contrib.

'

'

uted some valuable suggestions for improving Mobile
Phone Service. All this brought promotion to his current
position as a supervisor of the Telephone Sales Program
with responsibility for trainin g new employees,
Pete Bertschmann, like many young men, is impatient

are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed

or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.
'
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KNIT THE LtlXUKY
LOOK OF DEEP
SOFT FUB
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into this "Brus h-up" stole of
Mohai rspuri yar n. Knit it,
then brush it. Be mat creates
the "fur colors " of Mink
Brown , Mink Beige, and
Sable. Comes in a handy Pale
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BEBMIM

COLLEGE ™K
MARCII 22 -APIU - 11
[Every day packed with action *
... new friends... fun i
¦*
¦ -*¦* — -*•
*¦
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SUNT. -?Got acquainted dance.
(Wear Bermudas!) MON.Collcgc Day at the beach. Tal"
hot Brothers Calypso, Colle ge
Queen , Con t es t, barbecue lunch.
TUES.—Jazz session, Limbo
contest , buffe t lunch. WEI).
J -Cmiso to St. George, Steel \
*\ Band en tertainment , Gombcy f " ,
dancers , r e f r e s hm e n t s .
TIIUIIS.-On your own:
swim , shbp, si gh t sco , sports .
I III.-College Week Rcvuoontortainmon t. Tennis finals.
\

-

:

.__ - . - i -- *\ ,i^ _ i»l _ » .__ «_ .yV ¦' ¦-• nr 'nii ^ in^i.^ i.i^

AH these.,, and j ots more '
complimentary activities!
,Js
Sec your
Campus Organizer Now.

Tlio Bcf-muda Trade Development Board
620 Fifth Avenue, Nov*/ York , N.Y. 00020
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YAR N SHOP
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Only $9.98

134 Main Street

.

v :^ %gff BELL TELEPHONE COMPASSES
^
/

*

to make tllings happen f or his company an d himself. There
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BRASS QUINTET
(Continued from Page Two)
ability of a brass ensemble to produce emotional response in the listener. It was here that the tuba
player was able to show how interesting his music can be. None
of the selections were hard on the
ear , as none were representative of
the avant-guard of modern composWrite :
ers. From the staccato trumpet ac"Fill the Grave Contest"
companiment to the full sound of
15 Pleasant Pla ce
the brass choir in the Moderate of
Waterville , Maine
the Sehule RESONANCES and the
Entries received after December 7
rapid passages of the trumpets in
will not be valid.
the VVaxman CAPRICCIO , one can

Enter the "Fill the Grave Con'
' ¦ - •*
test" .
Valuable prizes are being awar ded
to student and Facult y members
who suggest items that exist at Colby that might profitably be buried
in the mass grave now being dug
near the Women 's Un ion.
Enter Now!I Enter Often!!

see how well suited the contempory
musical , scheme. ; is ,"tb'' !tSis1; type ,of
enserii'bfle playing. WKethie'jp; ' the interest lies in the fast rhythmic dynamacism or the complex harmonic
construction , the Metropolitan Brass
Quintet showed to all present that
mod ern music is both list enabl e and
enjoyable.

ine wdsis . ..iur rowaer ana

TONY'

FRIDAY

CHARLTON H ESTON
SOPHIA LOREN

Troy Donohue Connie Stevens
Ty Hardin
Gerry Van Dyke
"PALM
SPRINGS
WEEK -END "

ln

" EL

CID"
in

in
Color

Cinemascope
and Color
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Open Sundays 1 p.m.

CITATION

GALLERT
SHOE STORE

Home Style Cooking
America n & Syrian Food

51 Mai n Street

Located At

Waterville
Maine
Charge Accounts
Qualit y Footwear For 102 Years

,

¦

_____. -

_

MAJE STIO
lESTAURANT

-.

BOSTON IANS - BASS
- " ' ..' PF ' T E NN I S

(on the Rotar y)
Fabulous Italian Sandwiches
Pizzas and Dynamites
"Tin y Tony " Cheese Pizzo 30c
Meat Ball Sandwiches
and Hot Pepper Rolls
Groceries and Beer to take out
Free Delivery on $4.00 orders
and over. Call ahead and have
your orders ready.
TR 2-9731
Open 9 a.m. til 12 p.m. nightly

— TUESDAY

X_»__

Januar y productions have just been,
'¦" Put YoStl*,'" ,m:_ :
decided . .Susan , McGinley will appear C£
in Samuel . Beckett' s one char acter : ; ; SUGGESTION
" " ' For a THEME
play HAPPY tiAYS. Jean Genet' s
THE MAIDS will feature Sue Ellsfor the
worth ' and Jan et Karzz as the two
RELI GIOUS
maids and Martha Libb y as the
CONVOCATIO N
Madame. The two plays will be perin the
formed on Thursda y, Frida y, and
SUGGESTION BOX
Saturda y, J anu ar y 9, 10, and 11 at
~
the Little Theater.
Outside The Spa

KEEP
! SMILING?

___________ '
_______________________
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60 TEMPLE STRE ET
Air Conditioning

\
l

SKSS " M minated AUSTRIAN
SKIS MTH CTIEL EH6JES

MmWm
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RELEAS E BIN DINGS - MOUNTE D
WITH MLBERG SAFETY STRAPS
LIGHTWEIG HT ALUMI NUM - Regular Value S7GJ.9
EN M ISTED d'lillt tff -
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